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We deliver robust and customizedProducts
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Wind energy, cranes, tunnels and more - ourIndustries
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Good service is as important as our productsAfter Market
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Decarbon Technologies and Rothe ErdeSustainability
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Rothe Erde – We keep the world turning
Flagship projects





As the world's leading manufacturer of slewing bearings, we lead the way - innovatively and individually. As part of this, we develop solutions for the most diverse applications which all have something in common: They transcend the ordinary. From exploring the universe, the exploitation of raw material sources in the open sea, through to mine or tunnel excavations deep under the earth - our products help turn visions into reality and ensure projects around the world are successful under the most difficult conditions.
Are you already interested in the solutions of tomorrow? Then view a selection of our most spectacular lighthouse projects here.
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Join us in creating a greener future!
[image: Middle-aged man with safety clothing and helmet, looking smiling into the camera, photo in black and white]
We don't just think big, we act big. With our slewing bearings for wind turbines, we at Rothe Erde are promoting the expansion of renewable energies. With us, you have the chance to be part of something big and make a big difference. Are you in?
Become part of #GENERATIONTK and take a look at our various career opportunities!

Career at Rothe Erde 
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